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CHRISTOPHER LASCH
-17 PARKER DRI'i.E
l'ITISFORO. N. Y. 14:S34

-·

10 June 1979
Dear Mr.

Powell:
•

I've given a good deal of thought to the questions that
came up the other night,

but I haven't had time to write a

·careful or complete statement of my own view of tlt&8e
QtU?s+iogs""

What follows is necessarily a partial and pro-

visional view,
I'm afraid,
beeno

�""'1""-,

somewhat sketchy and schematic and therefore,

not as persuasive as it might otherwise have

If I had more time,

I would qualify or doc ument

statements that may ap pear dogmatic and even indefensibleo
But since you were kind enough to ask those who took part
in the conversation for whatever further t houghts they could
provide,

I know that

you \rill make some allowance for the

haste with which these thoughts have ha d t o be formulated.
The moral crisis of the country--the .,central focus of
\

our discussion,
characterized,

as I understood it--cannot be adequately
it seems to me,

without some reference to

the crisis of our political institutions and to the growing
p art played in the political process by the ma ss media.
That these topics also figured prominently in our talks
all
strengthens my belief that Athree of these issues are
closely linked.

I propose to consider them,

order.

Electrostatic Copy Mada
for Preservation Puvpo�es

briefly,

in

.

(

.
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The moral

or cultural crisis of the lat e twentieth cen-

The polls that constituted the starting-point of our

tury.

discussion show a profound reversal of values:
the work ethic,

>

future,

rising hedonism,

lack of faith in the

a desire to enjoy life in the present,

indifference and cynicismo

It is

that this reorientation of values,
taken a

political.

important to recognize
even though it has

quantum leap in the late seventies,

overnighto

decline of

did not occur

It goes back a:t least to the twenties,

when

American industry adopted the two principles that have guided
it ever since.

Assembly-line manufacture destroyed craft

skills and deprived workers of any responsibility for the
design of productiono

Meanwhile new techniques of mass

marketing and promotion broke down old habits of thrift and
hard work,

deliberately fostered a hedonistic mentality,

and

advertised the consumption of commodities as·a cure-all for
every

form of discontent.

In effect,

industry

held out the

compensatory utopia of consumption to people who could no
longer take pride and pleasure in their work.
The well-publicized hedonism of the Jazz

Age already

foreshadowed the main features of a new culture of immediate
gratification--the full developm ent of which,
delayed by the persistence of old habits,

however,

was

the Depression,

and the Depression mentality that survived the return of
good times and persisted,

in the generations that had

.
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directly experienced the Depression, into the

fifties and

even the sixtieso
Even today, the new values have more appeal to the
affluent and educated than to those w ho struggle merely to
m ake ends meeto

True, the media have to s ome extent

universalized the values of "self-expression,"
and living for the moment.

self-indulgence,

But large sectors of

the public

have never wholly been sold on the delights of consumerism,
partly because countervailing. influences--religion,

far.Jily,

a sense of continuity--still play an important part in
working-class and rural cultures,

and also because the

delight s of consumption are still so unevenly
by

the population.

is

11

_

experienced

Unequal access to the consumer paradise

likely to become so glaring, moreover, that many people

will begin to question its reality and perhaps its validity
as an ideal of the good life.

In the immediate past,
.

, ..

high

'
.

wages and better working conditions may ha ve held out to
the working class the promise of a middle-class standard
of living, but today inflation,

economic stagnation,

and

the shortage of resources combine to expose that promise
as an illusion.

Just a � the point when the culture of

narcissistic gratification appears to have �vanquished
all competing systems of values,

and is breathlessly

celebrated by cultural trend-setters as the wave of the
future, its economic underpinnings are giving way .

The

· ·
- ----
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historic compromise. in which people accepted a lower
standard of work in exchange

for

a higher standard of .§;V;t

consumption--too often confused with a higher standard of
"living"--is now threatened by interlocking economic crises
that have called into question the underlying assumption of
unlimited growth..

Hence the pessimism registered in the

polls--pessimism not only about the count ry's future but
about the personal prospects for individuals.
This pessimism may have the immediate e ffect of intensi
fying the determination to live for the moment,
long run,

but in the

economic troubles will probably repoliticize the

electorate,

sharpen class feeling,

and lead to bitter
As'has often

con flicts over the distribution of wealth.
been pointed out,

such conflicts in earlier periods of

American history were mitigated by the prospect of limitless
growth..
a

In the future,

classes will compete for a share of

stable or diminishing pool,

goods and resources.

not an expanding pool,

Such competition may

only give further

encouragement to a dog-eat-dog survival ment ality;
other hand,

on the

it may give rise to a type of cl ass politics

that has played little part in American
now..

of

*

history until

Both possibilities contain threats to m-mm:Bll!l demo

cratic institutions,

the first because it is so easily

exploited by the Right,

the second because it might invite

authoritarian solutions imposed by the Left.

,,
5

The main point,

however,

is that our economy will no

longer support a culture of narcissistic self-gratification,
except among the privileged few--a class that can be exp ected to shrinka

The future will bear little resembl ance

to the future imagined by Alvin Toffler and other fashionable
theorists of "future shock."

It will not

be,

as they think,

a·· society characterized by an unlimited expansion of con
s umer choices,

in which people become

+

disoriented precisely

because "overchoice" puts such a severe strain on accepted

·ws-lM?d valueso

On the contrary,

people \rill face an

••�increasingly restricted range of choices,

and the

future will call for d&hn±pp discipline and �iuiS sacrifice.
The question is whether sacrifices will be imposed on the
public by an elite that still manages to monopolize most of
the power and wealth,

exhorting others to prodigies of

austerity while itself living high on the hog,

and imposing

authoritarian discipline to silence those who call attention
to the discrepancy between rhetoric and results;

.

o n the other hand,
equally by allo

or whether,

the necessary sacrifices will be shared

The question,

in other words,

is whether

the hard political choices that confront us will be made
in a democratic or authoritarian fashion.

The Connally

candidacy suggests that authoritarian solutions already
have wide ap pealo

•

.
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The Decay of Political
the

Institutions.

An analysis of

political system leads to similar conclusions about

the prospects for our societyo
voter participation,
prevailing

mounting

The long-term decline in
apathy

and indifference,

the
.

�vrp cynicism about politics and politicians,

all arise from a feeling of powerlessness,

fully

justified

by long-term trends tending to exclude common people from
political participation.

The exclusion of the ordinary

citizen from political power ·and responsibility

parallels

the exclusion of the worker from any semblance of po�ver and
responsibility in the planning
In industry,

of production.

the exclusion of workers from control over

t he design of work went hand in hand with the rise of a new
and profoundly undemocratic institution,
which has

:��:�t

by craftsmen.

the corporation,

he technical knowledge once administered

In !fii+"iill politics,

the exclusion

of the public

from political participation goes hand in hand with the
decline of a democratic institution,

the political party,

a nd its replacement by institutions less amenable to
popular control.

Many

political education,
ties,

functions of administration

and

formerly exercised by political par-

have been taken over by administrative bureaucracies

in the one case and by the mass media in the other.

Parties

now specialize in marketing politicians for public consumption,

and even here the breakdown of party discipline

is strikingo

7

The electorate,

as Walter Dean Burnham points out,

"is

no longer bound to party throug h the time- honored links of
patronage and the machine."
an

As a result,

"item of luxury consumption,

•

•

politics becomes

an indoor sport involving

a host of discrete players rather than the teams of old."
(Incidentally,

the same thing has happened to organized

athletics themselveso)
Burnham

(together with many other political analysts)

Cfk.

goes � to note that the decline of party loyalty,
prevalence of split-ticket and single-issue voting,

the
the

dissociation of presidential and congressional voting coalitions,

and the stabilization of membership in the House

(\rith an increasing proportion of incumbents re.gularly
reelected and giving more attention to

the requirements of

reelection--to the immediate interests of a particular
constituency--than to policy formation or even to the
interests of the party as a whole) have created an
tutional deadlock."

"insti

Many of President Carter's political

� troubles reflect these underlying conditions and are
likely to confront future presidents as well,

even those

who don't suffer so obviously from the stigma of being
outsiders to the Washington political game.

Given the

every other form of institutional loyalty),

the growing

gap between Washington and the rest of the country,

and

' .

8

the popular demand for p residential leadership that
transcends "party politics," the president has become an
outsider,

in a sense, almost by definition;

the

�aRdi*ions'

condition of standing to one side of the
\Vashington scene, a disadvantage in governing, �lSI lEt works
to his advantage in political campaigns.
policymaking," Burnham writes,

thus

The -"future for

"= "rests uneasily

between the alternatives of reinforced institutional
deadlock and of executive imposition of policy on the rest
of the systemo"
Since the underlying economic crises effL.igiatJ afflicting
our society will have to be faced in one way or another,

we

can expect that the present political stalemate will give
way at some point to further experiment s in "executive
imposition," the possibilities of which were hardly exhausted
by Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon.
a

The only alternative to such

solution appears to be the revival of genuinely popular

movements which insist that the distribution of
Peaaw

scarce

resources, the distribution of sacrifices, and the

nature of the discipline imposed by economic adversity are
all

collective decisions that should be made not by elites

but by the people as a whole, who have to bear their costs.
Let me quote once more from Burnham's essay, "American
Politics in the 70s"
Dean Burnham,
Press,

(in William Nisbet Chambers and Walter

The American Party Systems,

second edition)

Oxford University

which is invaluable because it

I

•

9

represents the work of an established political

(i\IIT}

who can't

scientist

be accused of tailoring his conclusions

to left-wing f'i e8:ilee@i&R'h

predilections.

In some ways

Burnham arrives at conclusions similar to those reached
by Robert Heilbroner,
writes from a liberal,

another established academ ician who
not a socialist point of

view, yet

concludes that some form of social democracy appears to be
our only hopeo
for

Burnham,

like Heilbroner,

"massive public controls't

These co ntrols,

he argues,

stresses the need

to deal with the energy crisis.

"cannot be maintained without

consent in a democracy," and this consent

will require in

turn that "more than rhetorical effort to approximate
"
.equa lity of sacrifice will have to be made by policy elites."

�

Public policy, he concludes, will either have to become

"much more social-democratic than it has ever been in the
United States,

or it will have to be established and imposed

by an authoritarian oligarchy."

He adds the sobering quali

fication that the first alternative depends in addition
on a

"revolutionary change in behavior norms among rank-

and-file and elites alike .. "

Politics and the Media.

Since the mass media have assumed

many of the functions of political tutelage formerly carried
out directly by the political parties

( including

the �

many third parties that flourished in an earlier period of
an
American politics ) , a fa\4 understanding of the present

.

.

10

situation

requires some discussion of the extraordinary

i nf luence plaptd liiy t!M8./

exercised

by the

�

media,

both in shaping popular consciousness and in preventing

&is&ru:·�i@ consideration
policieso

of

constructive alternative

I sympathize with the President's complaint that

the press and television "trivialize" issues.
of
the

criticism,

&PjfJ.

criticism,

however, has to be distinguished from

always appealing to presidents throughout

our history, that the press ought to support
policy

and try

viewo

An

edgy

This kind

to

presidential

see thing s from the president's point

of

and adversarial relation between the press

and the president is clearly appropriate in a democracy-all the more so in a democracy
executive a�aoY�

\Vhere

authoritarianism

exocht Q'HHm6'il

remains

a

lively

possi-

bility.

The problem of making the press more responsi ble

must not

be confused with the S!Haobew problem of making it

less critical

of

presidential leadership;
-

result

not should it

'

in a dem and for the kind of controls favored

members of the Berger

con-+ 1

by

some

court.

Given the need to protect freedom of the press,
when it is constantly misused,

even

I doubt that there is any

immediate answer to the irresponsibility of the media and
their

"tri pal chiefs," as Jesse Jackson calls them.

little historical

background,

however�

to clarify the nature of the pro blemo-

A

may at least h(Hp
The rise o f the

mass media is closely related to the development s already

11

outlined above--the growth of a consumer culture and the
transformation of politics into another ir+gm of
article of consumption.
agents of consumer

The media serve principally as

"education,"

Advertising, entertainment,

tutors in mass taste.

and news reports,

increasingly indistinguishable,

celebrity,

which are

all serve to surround con-

sumption--whether of goods, services,
aura of glamor,

iiiJ"RSU�

or politics--with an

and sophisticated gossip.

The

reason the media trivialize politics is that they present
political choices essentially as consumer

choices.

They convey

to the public what experts currently think about these choices-in other words,

the current state

As David Riesman pointed out many

of Washington

gossip.

years ago in The Lonely

Crowd, the political style of a consumer culture is that of
the "inside dopester," who is concerned not with

programs or

policies but with what the insiders are.saying to
As with

advertising,

background;

*=.

each other.

content and substance retreat into the

everything becomes a matter of. "style"

and

"imageo"
The relentless pursuit of the inside story

results not

only in gross breaches of privacy but in an infatuation with
" personalities" and their "reactions" to events.

Presidents

are judged not on their policies but on how othe r insiders
"react"--preferably in highly quotable form--to their
executive "performance."

As with the promotion of other

commodities, the media seek to determine whether the

·

L

'

.
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president is marketable;

like other types of market

researchers, political reporters c onsult public opinion
polls and knowledgeable opinion in order to arrive at the
most up-to-date inside dopeo

At the same time,

the media

s urround the political process itself with an air of
heady high-class entertainment,
meetings,

dwelling on high-level

a constant air of emergency,

. cocktail party circuit,

the gossipy \Yashington

the heady atmosphere of intrigue.

The ubiquitous presence of the cameras themselves

�l4..1

.st!I!\a

to

c onfer added importance to the Washington scene and to
heighten its theatrical interest.
"Wherever we see glamour in the
tion,"

. . .. .

Riesman wrote,

spectator."

raJij sni1

object

of

tJ: atten

"we must suspect a basic apathy in the

�,.4#1..4 A).,+i4..J

Because the consumption of o�?mjilii:i9:\8ti' and

spectacles is a passive act,

an irreducibl e apathy is built

into the whole process of mass marketing--hence the desperate
attempts to overcome it by

non-stop advertising

(and by non-

stop political·reporting indistinguisha�le from advertis ing)o
The only cure for the apathy,

indifference,

and cynicism now

afflicting the country is ge nuine political participation.

A thoroughgoing democratization of politics,
political consumerism,

by

·

eliminating

would also eliminate the main

function of the mass media as presently organized.

No

doubt the media reinforce patterns of political passivity
(and of every other form of passivity),
necessarily create those patterns;

but they don't

��

�

.

and � therefore possible

I

•

'

< •
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that a society composed of citizens,rather than clients
and consumers,

would have no need for mass media as they

are now organized.
play

Under those conditions the media might

a very different,

and

less ���harmful,

role in

public life.

�"'�
�

These appear to be the main elements in the present
situationo

It remains only to note that the type of political

strategy they seem to indicate is not very
t h e country or,

as Bill Moyers put it the oth er evening,

"restore th� consensus of 1963e"
future will probably
but

likely to unify
to

American politics in the

turn more on conflict than consensus,

I think it can be argued that bold executive leadership ·

in the past--in the thirties,

for

example--has

usually been

divisive rather than unifying in its initial impact.
case,

In any

policies that really come to grips with the deepening

crisis of our society are not likely to please everybody.
A new consensus will emerge,
a
no

in all likelihood,

only after

period of upheaval and conflict--a painful prosp ect,
worse,

certainly,

but

than a gradual slide into some form of

a uthoritarianismo
Yours,

c#Mu4�.

Christopher Lasch
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The Secretary

July

20,

1979

The President
The White

House

Washington,
Dear Mr.

c.

D.

20500

President:

It is now two and one-half years since you assigned to me
the onerous and miscellaneous responsibilities falling to
the lot of the

"energy czar."

position has by

far

exceeded

My tenure in that ano malous
that of any of my predecessors.

It includes the long battle over passage of the National
Energy Act of

1978,

the severe short-term difficulties posed

by the fall of the Shah,

the

Iranian shutdown and its aftermath

as well as such lesser matters as the coal
the natural

gas crisis of

strike of

1978 and

1977.

As we discussed before the Tokyo Summit, it would be far better
for you to have in place one who is less scarred by earlier
battles.
office.

On August

4

I shall have completed two years in this

I trust that you will accept the resignation that

have previously offered.

I

I

would thus hope to be out of office

by October 1st �- the second anniversary of the establishment
of this Department.
In the interim I shall provide steady
and

continuing

support for the new programs you have

initiated

and steady assistance to Charles Duncan during this period of
transition.
Mr.

President,

under your leadership,

so easy to ignore,
Conservation,

the energy problems,

have come to be better understood.

so widely dismissed a few years ago,

has now

become a simple reality.

The thirty year war over natural
The controls on oil prices -- with
gas pricing has been ended.
their crippling effects --

are being phased out.

The nuclear

option has been preserved and the age of renewables has been
initiated.

We have made a start on a

promises to become massive.

synthetics program which

Despite all the difficulties,

impressive achievements have occurred during these
years.

last two

"

'

''

w

•·

-

Yet,

despite

all the efforts,

2

-

Mr.

President,

the depth of our national problem
accepted by

the American people.

our

--

economy

and potentially on our political

institutions -the

1980's

I fear that

has not as yet been
The severe impacts on
and social

posed by the prospective oil stringencies of

have not been fully recognized.

Even

more important,

the geopolitical implications of the dependence of the United
States and
region in

her allies on the most volatile
the

world should cause the

geostrategic risks are stark -ness of

supply.

as

The revolution in

and vulnerable

deepest apprehensions,

Iran,

as the embargo

before

it, should have swept away all ambiguities regarding these
geostrategic risks.
The task remaining is therefore,
one.
and

You shall have whatever
my best

the

is the attendant precarious

Mr.

President,

assistance

an imposing

I can provide -

wishes -- as you continue to grapple

with these

intractable problems.
Respectfully yours,

James

R.

Schlesinger
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THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

20590

July 20, 1979

The President
The Vlhite House
Washington, D. C.
�ly dear f�r.

President:

I hereby tender my resignation as United States Secretary
of Transportation.
I have appreciated your courtesy and the personal kindness
you and your wife have extended to Betty and me during the period
I have served as a member of your Cabinet.
I particularly appreciated the position you stated in your
Sunday night speech regarding public transportation and the need
for a more fuel-efficient automobil�.
I hope these programs will
be fully implemented soon.
As you know, during the last t\1-/0 years
I have repeatedly urged that more attention be focused on these
areas because maintaining /\merican mobility through alternatives
to and more efficient use of the motor vehicle are essential to
maintaining the American economy and a quality standard of living
as we go through the difficult period of the future.
I believe
the American public shares this view and will support using the
resources and techno·logical development necessary to achieve it.
The many fine people serving in the Department of Transportation
stand ready to help you in this effort.
I hope you find happiness in your job, and I join with
the whole Nation in hoping that the remainder of your administration
will be successful.
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attached
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was returned in
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the President's outbox today
and is forwarded to you for
appropriate
Rick

handling.
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O.W. Brooks-Chairman of the Board Emeritus

July 13,

•

Personal

1979

President Jimmy Carter
The White House
Washington,
Dear Mr.

D.

20500

C.

President:

As you know I have been working with Ambassador Strauss on trade
negotiations and it seems now that we are coming to the end of
these negotiations and 1 hope that we will be able to get them
through the Congress without much problem.
However,

as you possibly know,

I was also on the Kennedy Round of

trade negotiations and from my experience in the Kennedy Round I
know it is not only important to negotiate a trade agreement,

but

actually the most important thing is to follow through.

We have

a desperate need in this

even the

smallest of firms,

country of bringing every firm,

It is the only way that

into the export picture .

we are going to take care of our balance of payments problem.
The reason why Germany and Japan have done well is because they
developed the will to do it.

We are going to have to do likewise

if we get our situation straightened out.

We have opened the door

but it doesn't mean that our people are going to follow through
unless we keep some leadership.
Alonzo McDonald,

whom we all call Al HcDonald, as you know did our

actual negotiation in Geneva.

He is a very able and brilliant

person who was brought into this job by Bob Strauss.

I think the

most important thing we can do now is to move Al up to the position
that Bob Strauss has had and let him stay on top of the implementation
of this trade negotiation.
I would appreciate you talking with Bob Strauss on this and I am sure
he will agree with my assessment of our situation as well as the
assessment of the capability of Al HcDonald.
you

I am very hopeful that

can work it out to move Al into the position that Bob will be

moving out of as soon as we can get the trade negotiation bill passed.
With best wishes and kind personal regards.
Sincerely,

iPW ·
.Uo.-r_
liv.
Or-/ � �:; � �
DWB/bwm

-
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D.

W.

Brooks
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
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Bob Lipshu tz
The

att ached

President's
forwarded to
The

signed

was returned in the
outbox
you

original

Bob Linder

cc:

Bob Linder
Jack

Watson

Jim t--lcintyre

to da y and is

for

your information.
has been given to

I
I

I
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July

5,

MEMORANDUM FOR

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

ROBERT LIPSHUTZ

RE:

Proposed Execut

1979

��
!�

"Federal Regional

The attached

Order,

structure

the

of

el�minate the
Interagency
The

Order

recommend

prepared at

ten

Under

Order:

Councils"

OMB,

would revise the

Federal Regional
Secretary's

Coordinating

Council

Councils.

group and
an

It would

formally give the

official

policy

has

role.

been approved by Justice and OMB, and we
Watson and affected agencies concur.
approval.

;/

Approve

----

Disapprove

\

AN INTERVIEW WITH iiiiii

THE PRESIDENT'S
�
ONE·MAN KITCHEN CABINET
Throughout the presidency, their relationship

When Jimmy Carter needs a
·friend or some down-home
advice he turns to Charles Kirbo

has

remained

strong,

with

Kirbo

quick

to

undertstand the changing nature of the relation
ship.

"I believe, to tell you the truth, that my role. is

just going to get less and less from now on," Kirbo
told James T. Wooten in a March 1977interview
in

The

New

York

Times

Magazine.

"The

President is far beyond me now. He's got hi1nself
into matters that are above me-national and

BY GLEN EVANS

international

proble1ns

Charles

Hughes

Kirbo,

is tall,

62,

slender,

courtly, Georgian to the core-and by everyone's.
standards, President Jimmy Carter's personal
friend, confidant and closest adviser outside the
confines of the White House.
•

Theirs is a special friendship that began 17

years ago when James Earl Carter, then a 37year-old peanut farmer· seekiv.g the Democratic
nomination for the Georgia State Senate was
cheated out of his primary victory by a stuffed
ballot box. Carter was a.dvised lry his cousin Don
Carter,

a newspaper

publisher

in Macon,

Georgia, to visit his former classmate Charles
Kirbo, a .<;enior partner in King

& Spalding, one

of the most prestigious law firms in the South.

Kirbo, a native of Bainbridge, Georgia, whose
fo1·te is trial law, agreed to represent the young
Carter and 11roved indeed that the ballot box had

cies in the bookkeeping practices of the Carter
peanut warehouse operation and his campaign
financing, it was Charles Kirbo that he turned to,
and most likely will continue to turn to, for
advice, counsel and friendship.
Given his long association with Jimmy Carter,
we asked Charles Kirbo to tell our readers how he
feels the President is doing on the job after two
full years in office and to tell us a little about
hi1nself as friend, confidant and one -man kitchen
cabinet to the President of the United States. Here
are his replies:

PASSAGES: Mr. Kirbo, you've been extremely
close to President Jimmy Carter for over 17
years now. As a trusted senior adviser and
member of his pre-election inner-circle, how

la.ter to become governor of Georgia. As governor,

have you resisted the call to go to Washington

Carter appointed Kirbo chief of staff a.nd was

and assume a more formal position at the White

to

appoint

him

to succeed

Senator

House?

KIRBO: I would be happy if I were serving

Ca.rter a.ssumed the governorship. Kirbo politely

with the President on his staff in Washington,

declined the a.ppointment.
Since then, Kirbo has

but
become

a trusted

I· have other responsibilities that have

prevented me from making the move. There are

political adviser a.nd by some accounts a. one

many matters affecting the President that

ma.n kitchen ca.binet to the President of the U.S.

and do tend to here in Georgia, and

He urged a. reluctant Jimmy Carter to take the

some time in Washington.

plunge a.nd run for the presidency, assumed
trusteeship of

Carter's a.gribusiness holdings

du1·ing his tenure in the White House, supervised

··•.

Maybe so, but when Carter found the family
facing investigation into the alleged discrepan

nominee and went on to win the senate seat and

Richa.rd Russell, who had died shortly after

.

going to hear less and less of me in the future."

been stuffed. Carter was declared the Democratic

willing

22

I don't know a
I just think you're

that

damned thing about-and

PASSAGES:

You've

been

I can
I do spend

described

by

Newsweek as "a man with Georgia roots and
"
values close to Carter's own." Could you tell us a

the selection of Vice President Walter Monda.le

little about what your personal and professional

and drafted the President's first official order

philosophies are-and how you feel they relate

the pardon of draft resi<;ters.

to values and views held by the President?

.

.

Charles Kirbo
·and Jimmy
Carter became

Photograph by Wide World Photos

KIRBO:

In

my early contact with Jimmy

PASSAGES: Politics aside, if that's possible,

Carter, I found him to be scrupulously honest,

what is it really like being the close personal

anxious to serve and to improve the quality of

friend of a President of the United States?

life of all people within his reach. His goals,

KIRBO: The White House, that is the building,

methods and plans were more nearly com

somewhat intimidated me at first, but I feel

patible with mine than anyone I had known.

relaxed with the President, and he is the same

Over a period of time, I learned that he was

fellow I always knew. It does distress me to see

competent,

people

courageous

and

resourceful.

We

criticize

him and write unfair

and

worked together and developed confidence in
each other, and I decided to join him and

untrue stories about him and not be able to help

contribute in a small way in obtaining our

have the President as a personal friend.

common goals.
PASSAGES: In that same vein, despite being
considered a one-man kitchen cabinet and

PASSAGES: Has your relationship with the
President changed these past two years? And, if
so, in what ways?

presidental adviser, you've nontheless managed

KIRBO: Yes, it has changed. I do not see him

as

often and do not share problems of his office

as

relationship with the President?

much as I would like. When we are together, we
have a good time, even under challenging

KIRBO: I don't find this strange, and I know he

circumstances.

prefers people who maintain a sense of self. I

PASSAGES: You have been called the "most

have

and

conservative" member of the President's team.

effective when I work quietly without being

Do you consider yourself a political conserva

been

more

comfortable

pinned down on one project.

tive? Are you a leavening influence on Jimmy

PASSAGES: Is President Carter the same man

Carter?

you first met while helping him win the legal

KIRBO: My contribution has been more in

case that settled a Georgia election in 1962? Has

aiding in the selection of personnel than on

he changed in ways you didn't expect?

issues. President Carter is reasonably conserva

of course, and

tive, but is wise enough to see the necessity in

matured considerably since 1962. I wasn't sure

making large commitments, both in defense and

. KIRBO:

Yes.

He has aged,

in 1962 what sort of executive he would make or

in solving human problems. He is a compas

how he would handle power,

sionate man, yet he tries to ensure that all funds
are spent wisely and accomplish the purpose for

excellent

executive,

naturally and wisely.

and

he

but he is an
handles

power

family
counselor

him or defend him. Of course, I am honored to

to quietly retain your sense of self. Would you
care to comment on this aspect of your

always

friends in
1962 when
Kirbo helped
Carter prove
that he had
been cheated.
out of his
state semite
primary
nomination.
Today, Kirbo's
a trusted

which they were intended. We are not apt to

23

. 1

differ on many things-more likely on timing.
PASSAGES: Behind the famous Carter smile,
in the daily win-some-lose-some political arena,
how does the President handle and accept his
reversals? Does he have a temper?
KIRBO: The President hates to lose but he
handles reversals calmly and prepares to come
again. He does have a temper which is firm but
quiet. Generally, after a defeat he draws on his
wit.

"If we only
had friends
that were
perfect, there
would be few
around."

PASSAGES: Critics say that Richard Nixon
saw the White House as beset by enemies,
causing him to rely on .a shield of his closest
advisers. How important-and difficult-is it

'

for a President to have a friend?
KIRBO: President Carter is beset by problems
of our time and not by enemies. He is criticized
and mistreated by some because of differences
of opinion about issues. He does not rely solely
on the people in the White House, but shares his
time with many people whom I don't know but
who bring him advice and information on a
wide range of subjects. about which I am not
qualified. He has and will continue to have close
friends.
PASSAGES: Does it concern you that
President Carter, granting his virtues, now
seems to put off so many people by what one
writer has called "a seeming double standard?"
(Columnist Harriet Van Horne, in reference to
Carter's steadfast loyalty to Bert Lance.) Does
Carter's loyalty to friends blind him to the
higher loyalty to truth in government?
KIRBO: I think this feeling exists in the press

primarily; If we only had friends that were
perfect, there would be few around. We haven't
time to discuss the Bert Lance matter, but I
don't quite understand what the criticism is now
about Carter's relationship with Lance. Lance
left Washington and is not now participating in
the government. The President loves many
people, including Bert Lance, but his highest
loyalty is to his God and country.

Glen Evans, a native
of Georgia living in
Cos Cob, Connecti
cut, is a freelance
writer and book
author.
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PASSAGES: What do you see as Carter's major
problems in managing the job of the Presidency
for these next two years?
KIRBO: One of his major problems is from a
substantial segment of the news media.
Somehow we have drifted into a period where
the test of excellence in the media is to be able to
destroy the President or high public figures.
This will probably increase as the campaign
approaches. So far, he has accepted this in a
relaxed and understanding manner, and I am
sure he will continue through the balance of the
term. If he is not diverted by this, I have no
doubt that he can manage the job of presidency
and will continue to do a good job.
PASSAGES: The President has a small plaque
on his desk that reads: "Oh God, thy sea is so
great, and my boat is so small." Given the
broadly diverse responsibilities of the Oval

Office, is the presidency proving too much for
any one person?
KIRBO: The presidency could not be in better
hands. It is a more difficult job because the
powers of the President have been reduced in
the last few years, and the government
structure needs to be changed to some extent.
He is in the process of accomplishing this with
the aid of the Congress.
PASSAGES: Assuming that President Carter
is finding it increasingly difficult to pursue his
seemingly impossible dream, his striving for
simplicity in all that complexity, of possibilities
and probabilities, as one reporter put it, will he
run for re-election? And, if he does, will Charles
Kirbo be there to help him in his bid for a second
term?
KIRBO: I cannot make this assumption because
I know he is on the right course and making
progress. I definitely will be with him in his bid

for a second term.
PASSAGES: There's a "Dump Carter"
movement brewing on the West Coast at
present, led by several well-known disen
chanted Democrats. Will the match go out in
California? How does the Administration view
this so-called "crisis of leadership" indictment
by dissenters?
KIRBO: We are planning on carrying the West
this time. I think your question overstates the
situation. There are some in most states who
would like to defeat the President.
PASSAGES: There are those who say that
Rosalynn Carter, the nation's First Lady, seems
to be the President's most important confidante.
Do you think thisjs true? Is she as much like the
President as she seems to be?
KIRBO: I always look at them as a couple, as
they complement each other and give strength
to each other. She is very important to him.
,.-PASSAGES: How did you react to Billy Carter
taking on his brother Jimmy's closest advisers
in his recent series of uninhibited comments (in
Penthouse magazine), one of which was directed

to you?
KIRBO: Billy Carter is basically a nice person,

and he and Sybil have been very good to me.
They have helped my family and me on several
occasions in very meaningful ways. Billy has
developed some problems, and I understand the
circumstances under which he made the
remarks about me. I still like him and consider
im my friend.
PASSAGES: What's your opinion of the rash of
books presently on the market by former White
House aides, associates and staffers, the so
called practice of "checkbook journalism?" Can
we expect a book one of these days from you ?
KIRBO: I haven't read these books, but I find
nothing wrong with writing a book as long as it
is accurate. Perhaps I might write one if I
outlive the President and Rosalynn.D

'
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THE WHITE HOUSE
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WASHINGTON

July

20,
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•

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

FRANK MOORE

I recommend that you
to

advise him of your

f�J?.

call Senator John Stennis
decisions.

Arl:le.T-1/1? DoD

)J'h/�Hca-
�/��
fn/r
Electrostatic Copy Made
for Preservation Purpons

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

•

Mr.

President:
Joan Baez

called

last

night after you visited with
the boat people to thank you.
If you want to return the
call she can be reached by
the WH operators after

10

am

this morning.
Phil

Electrootatlo Copy Made
for Preservation Purposes
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CONFERENCE ON THE FAMILY,

�

7/20/79
.---

d�
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The American family is under unprecedented pressures,

and it's good to meet with people who

���

a problem,

;abolOit ..

Ac/

H/e

not j nst de liOome'l::fl:ing.

it,

�d �o/A�

plan to :&all:

\re

Too oftell,

rutl out and untfl:inltiftql:y

a.s;

soo:t:l

as •>7g see

do some thing,

and

end up making Lhe sit uati on t.rarse in stead of help.ing.

ram glad you are qoing La talk and think before yoy

go out and do,

set up some big,

The purpose of this conference is not to

new,

expensive federal program;

1'1o,l
to see

�

7ot./��/_- �/

� amilies.

what we can do as a nation to strengthen
1"\

n11f"Y .

In �
�

6.4.

1nstances,

it is

�a.-

that may mean just getting out of their
,

1ou-ervt�t

way.

You will be looking at what public and private organi-

;.

·, · ...

.. .

·

..

\f·
·.

Electrostatic Copy Made
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.•

zations are doing now at all

levels,

activities affect families.

I

to see how these

hope you

will

look

not

•

just at programs that are intended to

affect families,

,��-; do.w-t�. � �':)
\

but also at those that have effects that were never foreseen.
�
�

You must reach out not only to scholars and experts,

but most of all to citizens all around the country who

� ./J;'f.� (,

know what makes a family strong,becauso tfiey are part of
�

t

�6., 4

�t..

&?� �
The lasE two desaQOD fiave been a time of great social
t1

and

technological

change,

affecting the way we live and

work and the way we think about ourselves.

do

Our institutions

not seem to offer the support they once did for the

family,

I

and the signs of strain are

all

around us.

talked last Sunday about a crisis of confidence in

Electrostatic t>J-:)'/ : ..' ?" h

for PreservaUt!W!: r.

'

-

our country,

3 -

and the family is very
A

part

of the problem and

much

part of that

-

yYtttjtrr

certainly part of the solution .
A
•

For couples who married in the early years of this

century,

since

one marriage in ten ended

World War II,

suicide has

it is one in three.

For marriages

The rate of teenage

doubled in the past ten years.

youngsters each year

older

in divorce.

Half a million

Too many

are classified as runaways.

people are lonely and cut off.

Without question,

the American family is in trouble.

The family has survived many a social and technological

and

and

stresses.

I

I

;;,

14?1 �;,.., t!-4Believe ie witl survive the current changes

�

revolution,

���
1t 1s
be ;reve

too essential not to survive.

the family

�� emerge

.
.

too prec1ous,

�believe tAat

not be automatic or easy.

Electrostatic Copy Made
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bas1c,
.

Ultimately

stronger out of the current changes.

"fh,-f
But .-3:-t" will

too

... .

-

Change,

after all,

4

-

is nothing new.

The people who

created this nation were engaged in changes that shook

old institutions add old ways of living.

who pushed West,

The pioneers

the immigrants who added.to the rich

diversity of .our people,

just as we are today.

often w renching change,

were cut off from old certainties

They t·oo had to live with dramatic,

and to adapt to new patterns of

living.

They

-

quickly learned to rely on each other,

new families and new communities.

as something to be feared,

to build

They saw change not

but as oppo rtunity.

They

learned to hold onto their real values within those changes,

to make change .work for them as individuals,

as· families,

as a nation.

We often feel nostalgic for what we see as the simpler

world of the past.

We can learn from the past,

but we

-

5

-

must not limit our vision of what a good family is to

what

good

we must

families have been·in former

times.

Instead

find meaning .in meeting today's challenges

realities

honestly,

and

creatively, with courage and

compassion.

Our

people are searching for

as they always have,

and that search is having profound

effects on the modern family.

and rewarding,

freedom and opportunity

For many it is

liberating

but it also leaves.many who are unsure,

lonely and afraid.·

Lily Tomlin jokes that "We are all in this alone,"

but for too many of our people those words seem des-

perately,

they

tragically true.

Too many feel they have no one

can turn to in their moment of need.

These problems are .real.

But they are also the kinds

of problems families have always specialized in solving.

.

'
�. -

-

·�·

6

-

Many of our toughest problems -- from energy to the

decay

of our cities,

from inflation to coping

with old

rh 5�Hu�.t•1/.�.
et}UN "]A 1'\A/.,� sp .-.1-.�e/-Ld
A

•

age

--

be brolten down

1' can

Lo H�oanageablQ & i ze if every

family does its share and takes seri ously its responsi-

bilities to its own members and to its community.

Families cowg

than

just

iR all a�eo aRd oisQ&

households.

They are more

They are a network of relati onships

rooted not only in kinship but in shared experiences,

sharetl

joys and sorrows,

crosses over

-;z;»?/It

· Tbe

large

-�

distances

and most of all --

in love that

and generations.

eA aAJL

fawily is

groups of people --

some small,

some

who do not necessarily live together in one place

but who do take responsibility for each other.

There

also

is an old Yiddish proverb,

"God gave burdens,

shoulders."

Electrostatic Copy Made
for Preservat!on Purposes
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Not only our own shoulders,
,_··

b u t shoulders

to help

.

·_:_,-.

us

bear the burden·s

shoulders

that. are. too heavy

to cry on,

couragemen t,

for us alone,

shoulders to receive pats of en-

shoulders

to help others bear their loads.

That's

what a family

We are

not in

this

is --

a collection of

alone.

#

#

#

shoulders.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July

20,

1979

�

MEMORANDUM FOR THE P RESIDENT
FROM:

JACK WATSON

�
Governor

SUBJECT:

hire;

Hugh

Friday,

Gallen
July

20

(lS mins.) (Oval Office)

Press Plan and Participants

Governor
Dayton

Hugh

Duncan,

Gallen
P ress Secretary

Jack Watson

No press at event;
on the law� at

Gallen will have a press briefing

2:30 p.m.

The White House photographer will be on hand.

Background Informatioh Attached

ElectrostatDc Ccpy Made
for Presewatlon Purposes

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 19,

1979

�

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
�

FROM:

JACK

v�

SUBJECT:

Your

with Governor Hugh Gallen

Hugh has a report he wants to make to you based on your
request that he look into the home heating oil supply
situation
1.

in New Hampshire.

You should know that:

The national reserve is currently around 151 million
barrels.
Refiners are operating within a range of
85-90%.

We are running about 10 million barrels

behind in the rate of reserve build-up to achieve
the
2.

240 million barrel goal by October 1,

It appears from our data that,

1979.

while this rebuilding

of the primary distillate reserve is taking place,
secondary and tertiary reserve

(supplier and end-user

tanks) are below usual levels.
Suppliers say this is
because they are concentrating on primary build-up.
Others believe companies are waiting for higher prices.
Whatever the explanation, we must have a balanced
program tuned to secondary and end-user reserves as
well as primary.

I am asking DOE to sample quickly the

secondary and tertiary reserves to get an accurate
measure of their status,

since we are relying now

totally on assertions by

customers of this status.

I will have a DOE decision paper on options to best
meet this goal on Friday,
3.

July

27,

1979.

During August we will get a better picture of the
situation and will be able to issue refiner yield
orders based on our findings as late as September
1st after the peak driving season has passed.

You can assure Hugh:
1.

We will meet our goal;

-2-

2.

We wi'll have a balanced program, getting as much in
tanks at current prices_as.possible;

3.

Jack Watson will stay on top of this and work with
you every step of. the way.·

What follows is a summary of the current situation in
New Hampshire based on state and DOE data sources.

Overview
0

0

New Hampshire is primarily supplied by Northeast
Petroleum (15%), Shell/C.H. Sprague (34%), Exxon
Mobil (6%), Texaco (4%), and Gulf (3%).

(19%),

The latest figures reported to DOE indicate that New
Hampshire's current supply situation is not critical
relative to the general supply situation in the
Northeast.

0

In July of 1978, New Hampshire received 275,000 bbls
as compared to a projected 357,000 bbls for July 1979.
This is a supply ratio of 1.3 as compared with an
average supply in Region 1 of 1.02.
The projected
amount for July 1979 in New Hampshire equates to a
30% increase over last year's deliverie�.
Region I
projections for July 1979 will reflect a 2% average
increase over last July's regional deliveries.

0

The Governor's 4% set�aside for July is approximately
Of this, one-half has been distri
872,000 gallons.
buted as of July 17th.

0

Due to the reduced allocation fractions of the prime
suppliers, this set-aside is less than anticipated.
For example, Gulf's portion of the set-aside has
dropped from 40,000 - 50,000 to 13,000 gallons.

Potent·ial Problems
0

Secondary stocks are down approximately 50% from
last year's levels according to a State Energy Office
telephone survey of retail dealers.
The volumes of
heating oil used in New Hampshire are relatively small
(approximately 10,000 bbls per day) and could be
readily augmented in an emergency.

-3-

Shell Oil indicated they would
na longer supply No. 2 fuel to the second largest
seller in New Hampshire, Sprague Energy, and that

On July 1,

1979i

.Sprague should
has been
July
0

1977

locate'a· new supply source.

and July

1978�.

However, Sprague�as purchased;

without contract,

880,000 ba-r�:r-els from Shell' between June
and June
0

1, 1978,

1, 1979.

Shell has assured DOE that they will
supply

This

indica�ed·to ·sprague by Shell in both

continue to

jobbers and termin:al·operators who are

unable to locate alternate

sources of supply,

in

cluding Sprague.
0

We have been inf0rmedthat Shell

\

is willing to

supply Sprague with its heating oil needs this
winter.

Next weekMr.

Powers,

President of

Sprague,

will meet with Shell to work out the details.
0

Sprague also operates a
in New Hampshire which
mately half of its

0

0

13,000 barrel a day refinery
it uses to help ineet approxi

demand in the State.

Due ta higher prices,

Sprague has refrained from

purchasing No.

on the spot.market.

2

fuel

DOE is concerned with the withdrawal of Shell Oil
from the New England' market for home heating oil.
We have requested from Shell information on the
size, location, and utilization of its terminals
in New England.

· •
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SUMMARY

This report addresses the question of the inventories and availability of
home heating oils in the State of New Hampshire.

Although there have been some

encouraging signs in the past few weeks, the prospects for the coming winter
remain quite uncertain and generally unfavorable.

In particular, three sign

ificant issues threaten to so disrupt supplies of heating oil for the coming
winter that the health and welfare of a substantial number of citizens would
be jeopardized.

These issues are current inventory levels, supply contracts

for the independant terminal operators, and finanCi�iarrangements for oil dealers.
Our conclusions in these three areas are as follows:
eSecondary storage inventories are down 49.7% from last year.

Additionally,

primary inventories are down 29.1% in the state, and tertiary inventories
are down 25.2%.
Two-thirds of the total estimated shortfall of 31.1 million
gallons results from low inventories in secondary and tertiary storage.
elndependant terminal operatcrs, who supply over 50 percent of New Hampshire's
heating oil, are facing substantial delays,, 'reductions and cancellations
in their attempt to re�ew supply contracts with major refiners.
eOil dealers in the state are facing intensified financial pressure due to
rising prices, more stringent credit and payment terms, and expanding
accounts recievable.

Many dealers�particularly smaller ones, may be forced

into bankruptcy as the heating season arrives, thereby creating a severe;
localized supply problem.
Although this report is focused
poses

on the question

-

of availability, as that
f the citizens of
e

��l f�� �

-the most i1!1!11ediate threat to the health and �·

\

the state, the question of economic effects must also.. be addressed in the near
future.

The dramatic rise of retail prices in one year will entail substantial

economic impacts and potentally severe disruptions, particularly for lower
and fixed income citizens.

i
-

------ - -

--·· · ·- ----
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HEATING OIL INVENTORIES

1.

Introduction
New Hampshire depends on summer heating oil inventories to meet a

substantial portion of the winter heating oil demands.
exists at three levels:

Storage capacity

bulk or primary storage at supplier's terminals;

secondary storage by dealers and jobbers throughout the state; and
storage in tanks owned by :end user$. In the past, no information was ever
collected on storage capacity and inventories at any level but primary.
However, due to . the dist·orted market conditions and shortages of distillate
supply experienced since early spring, this information is now essential for
evaluating the severity of our supply problem and planning for the winter
ahead.
In a series of surveys of dealers, jobbers and suppliers in the state,
information was collected to address these questions.

Although ther.e are

numerous gaps and uncertainties in the data, the results clearly indicate
that

a

severe problem has developed with heating oil inventories in the state�

The summary of the data collected is presented in �able 1.

2.

Primary Storage Facilities
including
Five of the state's twelve or so major heating oil suppliers,
.
-

the three independent terminal operators, Northeast, Sprague and Belcher (Union),
operate terminals in New Hampshire at Newington or Portsmouth.

These five

suppliers account for approximately two-thirds of the heating oil supplied to
the state, although some of their delivered:product may be pulled from terminals
out of the state.

The remaining supplies all originate out of state, either in

Chelsea or Revere,Massachusetts or Portland, Maine.

The independent terminal
1

operators alone supply over 50 percent of the state's heating oil supplies.
\ ·.1 -:'� .::.. .s �:-:��i-�

�

.

Primary storage capacity for the five terminals in the state :is 1,390 Kbbls

•

Virtually all of this capacity is dedicated to heating oil accounts in the
state.

No data is currently available to us on historical or current inventory

levels at these terminals.

However, an estimate of inventory shortfall can be

made by examining data for New England.
As of the 1st week in July, API data indicates that New England primary
storage inventory is down some 29.1 percent. f�om .. ·historical levels (3-year average)
..

In addition.to this obvious shortfall, most of the major suppliers have put their
accounts on allocations, indicating a difficulty in obtaining supplies for the
region and/or a desire to build inventories.
l,

The allocation levels for home

•

TABLE 1
In-State Heating Oil Storage and Inventory_

Storage

Capacity

(Million

Gallons)

1st week
July

1978

(M. gals)

1
Primary Storage

58.4

38.5

4
Secondary Storage

17.1

8.1

63.3

50.8

Tertiary Storage

4 5
'

Inventories

Shortfall

1st week

(M.gals)

July

1979

(M.gals)

2

2

3
11.2

29.1

4.1

4.0

49.7

34.9

15. 9

25.2

27.3

Total Estimated Shortfall

31.1

Total Yearly Demand

1

236.0

FOOTNOTES
Includes terminals of five suppliers at Newington, NH,

and Portsmouth, NH,

three of which are independent terminal operators.
.

2

Percent

Based on API data for New England distillate stock levels,

are very approximate.

For the first week of July, 1979,

these estimates

New England distillate

stocks at primary facilities were down 29.1 percent from a three year historical
average.

Over this same historical period,

the inventory at this time averaged

66 percent of the maximum buildup for the year,

which we assume approaches 100

percent of storage capacity.

3

This figure may seriously underestimate the shortfall in primary storage inventory

for the state because it does not include out of state primary storage dedicated
to satisfying accounts in the state.

The five suppliers with terminals at

Newington account for about two thirds of the NH market shore in heating oil,
but they may also draw product from out of state terminals to satisfy NH accounts.
4Based on a survey of over 50 percent of the dealers accounting for an estimated
two thirds of the residential accounts in the state.
5

These figures are derived using estimates of the total number of residential

accounts for heating oils in the state rather than on the number of dealers due
to the bias resulting from a better response rate from larger dealers.

2
· - -------------· -�-�-�-------,-- -------
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heating oil have been very unstable,
present,

for July,

50

varying form

100

to

the state weighted average is near

85

percent,

but at

percent.

According to the historical API data on New England inventories,
inventories in the week of July

1

average approximately two-thirds of the

maximum inventory buildup for that year.

?9.1

percent shortfall apply to New Hampshire's bulk terminals,

-11.2

at these terminal's is

3.

Assuming that this figure and the

-�!!_� ion g�Jlo_I!�

__

_o_!

the shortfall

home heating oil.

Secondary Storage

2

Secondary storage capacity of No.
estimated at

17.1

anywhere from

Individual dealer storage capacity varies

million gallons.

20,000

gallons to

oil in the state of New Hampshire is

1.5

million gallons.

The Governor's Council on Energy conducted an extensive survey on July

113

of

dealers representing

heating oil accounts.

67%

11

of the state's total number of residential

.This survey sampled more than

50%

of the total dealers

in the state and included such variables as the size of dealer capacity,
geographical factors and source of supply.

The results of the survey indicate

a significant decrease in current inventories compared to those inventories of
last year.

The percentage shortfall is currently at

49.7%.

The present in

ventory shortfall affects large and small dealers whether supplied by major
oil companies or independent terminal operators.

1.5

Concord has a storage capacity of

57,479

gallons were inventoried,

1, 1978.

million gallons.

down from

Burnham Fuel of Goffstown has

1, 1979 12,000

Two examples:

a

800,000

1, 1979,

gallons inventoried on July

capacity of

gallons were in storage compared to

On July

Fern's Oil of

80,000

60,000

gallons.

On July

gallons on the same

date last year.
The fact that many suppliers have imposed allocation fractions as low as

52%

further aggravates the difficulty of building up inventories at the secondary

level.

Unless the frequency and volume of product deliveries are increased

significantly and rapidly, New Hampshire oil dealers will fall even further
behind last year's inventory levels.

4.

Tertiary Storage
Information on storage in residential tanks was collected during the July

11

survey of oil dealers.

Most dealers were able to provide good estimates of

percentage fill for their residential customers.
data on total number of residential units,

From this survey,

and using

and percentage of units using oil,

available from state sources and the Better Home Heat Council of New Hampshire,
the following estimates were made.

3
.
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Tertiary capacity in New Hampshire is approximately 63.3 millio�_gallons.
Current tertiary storage is estimated at 34.9 million gallons, 25.2 oercent less than
last year's figure of 50.8 million gallons.

Many dealers have expressed concern

over the fact that they are significantly behind last year in the sunnner fill
program.
Although these figures are subject to considerable error, the fact that
tertiary storage is significantly behind where it should be is undeniable.
Secondary storage inventory simply is not available at the present time to
make up the difference, and unless deliveries increase substantially in the
near future, the state will arrive in the heating season with a substantial
defecit in tertiary storage.

5.

Kerosene
Although the problem of kerosene supplies cannot be documented in any

great detail,suppliers and dealers continue to report serious problems with
storage and with the availability of reliable supplies:

Dealers in the state

supply an estimated 26,000 resirlential accounts vTith kerosene, and storao-e capacity
at all levels is extremely limited.
storage is close to non-existent.

In particular, secondary and tertiary
Many residential kerosene users only have

50 gallons of storage capacity, and many dealers have none other than the
truck in which the product is delivered.
Several factors exacerbate the kerosene problem and make it a more
difficult problem to address than that of #2 oil supply.

First, although #2

oil is often used to blend with or as a substitute for kerosene, this procedure
is generally not possible at times when demand is highest, due to the need for
a fuel that flows freely in very cold weather.
have above

ground

tanks and feed lines.

Traditionally, kerosene users

Secondly, kerosene users are spread

out throughout the state and are often in rural areas.

Although some mobile

home parks may provide exceptions, kerosene users do pose a distribution problem.
Thirdly, kerosene is generally used in lower cost housing such as mobil homes
and unrenovated older houses, and is therefore a particularly important fuel for
lower and fixed income families.

Fourthly, kerosene delive�

is a marginally

profitable or losing proposition for an oil dealer, and a number of traditional
kerosene carriers have either dropped the product or gone out of business.
Although kerosene meets less than 10 percent of the state's heating oil
demand, it is still a critical energy source for the state.

4.

; �.

The supply

problems reported by dealers and suppliers alike indicate an accute

shortage of kerosene for use as a heating fuel in the state.
explained in part by the strength of the kerosene jet fuel
stocks have been at record levels,

This trend is

market,

where

and the tendancy by ·refiners to answer the

needs of their largest customers in times of short supply.
shortage of kerosene for heating has yet to improve.

s.

Nevertheless,

the

..

CONTRACTS

While the current situation regarding the signing of contracts between
major suppliers and independent terminal operators has improved slightly
during the past two weeks,

New Hampshire still faces serious problems.

of the state's largest suppliers of home heating oil,

Two

who provide approximately

40% of the heating oil consumed, have yet to sign contracts for the amount of
product they historically receive.
contracts are signed by early June.
only two suppliers.

Under normal conditions,
To date,

Last year at this time,

most of these

agreements have been signed with
one of the independent terminal

operators had signed contracts for 14,750,000 barrels of #2 oil.
they have c;ontractual

commitments

represents two signed agreements.

for only 6,000,000 barrels.

Currently,
This volume

Four contracts remain to be negotiated and

signed.
The other large independent operator has yet to sign any contracts.
largest supplier,

Shell Oil,

It's

who last year supplied 63% of it's total #2 oil

has indicated that it is unwilling to provide them with product on a contractual
basis.

A meeting has been scheduled for Wednesday,

July 25, 1979, in an attempt

to resolve this matter.
While the signing of some contracts during the past two weeks is a favorable
indication and represents some progress,

it is necessary to remain alert to the

fact that these contracts have been signed at reduced volumes compared to last
year.

In addition,

these contracts are subject to supplier-imposed allocation

fractions.
As a result of the independent terminal operators' failure to obtain
contracts,

and the fact that these contracts signed represent reduced volumes,

they have been prevented from contracting with local retailers.
the mid-July point,

We have passed

yet few local dealers know what volume of product will be

made available to them.

This tends to exacerbate the supply problem and increase

·the level of uncertainty at the local level.

If the

independent operators do

not obtain contracts they may be forced to rely on the spot market.
will be higher,

Prices

and the likelihood of obtaining a reliable supply for the

upcoming heating season will be jeopardized.

6.

.....

DEALER CREDIT PROBLEMS

Fuel oil dealers will face financial pressures this winter unlike anything
0

in recent years.

On. the one hand, they must contend with even-tighter credit

requirements of their suppliers (Payment terms as-stringent as five to seven
days will be common when rising prices effectively deflate the dealer's credit
limit with his supplier,
available.).

forcing payment before additional product is made

On the other hand,

dealers can expect difficulty in reducing the

age of their accounts receivable as more and more consumers approach and/or
exceed their ability to pay.
It should be noted that the 50% expected increase in fuel oil prices over
last year's level does not simply require a 50% increase in the dealers'
requirements.

The forces described above,

credit

combined with the need to finance

the entire increment of working capital through borrowing rather than a combi
nation of loose supplier credit,

retained earnings,

and borrowing,

all result

in a dramatically increased need for credit.
Because a large percentage of oil dealers in New Hampshire have very limited
fixed assets to use as collateral,

lending institutions can be expected to be

reluctant to extend the necessary financing.

Such a situation could place

several hundred to several thousand homeowners in jeopardy.
even one dealer,

to say nothing of many,

The bankruptcy of

is an intolerable prospect in times of

short supply when other dealers are unwilling or unable to take on new accounts.
Three courses of action could be taken concurrently to minimize the chances
of oil dealer bankruptcies.

First,

bankers can be alerted to the extraordinary

working capital needs of the local dealers.
a

�d

f2Ipate

ant

Second,

needs,

fewer serious credit problems are likely.

dealers and consumers can be urged to establish and take advantage

of budget plans.
Third,

i:rs'

the dea

If they can be helped to understand

In this way,

cash flow problems can be eased for both parties.

Federal assistance in the form of loan guarantees from organizations

----

such as the Small Business Administration can be pursued.

Preliminary steps

taken by SBA to alter the elegibility requirements to allow more dealers to
qualify for loans,

and to extend seasonal lines of credit are vitally important,

but deserve careful review to determine their adequacy.

7.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 19,

1979

PHOT O SESSION WITH CONGRESSMAN BO GINN AND F AMILY
Friday,

July 20,

12:15 p.m.,

1979

(2 minutes)

The Rose Garden

����

From:

I.

Frank Moore

PURPOSE
Photo

session with Congressman Bo Ginn and his

family.
II.

BACKGROUND,

PARTICIPANTS

Background:
will be

Rep. Bo Ginn

(D-1-Ga.)

and his family

Astronauts.

His family lives in

Georgia and he wanted very much to have them

come to the White House
once or

PRESS PLAN

attending the flag presentation ceremony

involving the
Millen,

&

twice a year.

since

they visit here only

His son "Bo Bo" is quite

excited about seeing you and the Astronauts.
At the end of the ceremony,

there will be a brief

photo session with you and the Congressman's family
in the
Rep.

Rose Garden.

Ginn is ranked

30th on the House Appropriations

Committee and has a cumulative support
the 96th Congress of

standby gasoline rationing,

average for

He voted with us on

85.7%.

Alaska lands,

and the

Department of Education legislation.
Participants:
Gloria

Ginn

Julie Ginn
Press Plan:
III.

The President,

(his wife) ,

Congressman Bo Ginn,

Bo Bo Ginn

(his daughter)

(his son) ,

•

White House Photographer

TALKING POINTS
Usual courtesies.

and

:,

.-.

THE WHITE HOllSE

.

WASHINGTON

July 19,

1979

MEETING WITH APOLLO 11 CREW
Friday, July 20,

12:15

1979
(10 minutes)

The Rose Garden
From:

I.

Frank Press

�

PURPOSE
To commemorate the lOth Anniversary of the first landing on
the Moon.

II.

BACKGROUND, AGENDA, PARTICIPANTS, AND PRESS PLAN

Background:

You will meet with Astronauts Neil Armstrong,

Buzz Aldr1n, Mike Collins and their families to commemorate
the lOth Anniversary of the first landing on the Moon.
Celebrations will be taking place around the country;

a

large public ceremony will be held earlier in the day on the
step3

of the National Air and Space Museum.

You have

proclaimed the period July 16th - 24th as "US Space Observance"
and will release a White House statement commemorating the
Apollo

11 Anniversary.

this feat;

It is important that we recognize

the Soviet Union has been getting considerable

headlines in space with lesser events.
to

It is a good opportunity

remind the world of our unchallenged technological strength.

Neil Armstrong, the first man on the Moon who said, "that's
one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind," will
present you with a small flag from the Apollo 11 mission.
You may wish to respond thanking the astronauts for the flag
and thanking them for the contribution that they made not
only to the nation but to mankind.

Moreover, you will have

the opportunity to state that your Administration's space
policy is designed to maintain such American leadership in
the future.
You may also wish to use this opportunity to discuss a
similar challenge that we face today--energy independence.
You should caution that it will be much more difficult to
accomplish a politico-economic, technological goal such as

Electrostatic Ccpy Made
for Preeervstlon Purposes

-2-

moving toward energy independence than a technological goal
of going to the Moon.
However, many similar elements of
society--engineers,

skilled workers,

and administrators-

will need to commit themselves to make your attack on energy
as successful as Apollo.
Agenda:
12:15:

Dr. Frosch, Dr. Lovelace, Apollo 11 crew
and families escorted to Rose Garden

12:16:

The President greets NASA Party.

12:17:

Dr. Frosch introduces the Apollo 11 crew
to the President.

12:19:

Neil Armstrong,

in behalf of crew,

presents

U.S. flag flown on Apollo 11 to the President.
12:21:

President responds.

12:24:

President meets families and departs.
NASA Party departs.

Participants:

The President,

Bob Frosch

(Administrator,

NASA) and wife Jessica Frosch, Alan Lovelace (Deputy
Administrator, NASA) and wife Kathryn Lovelace, Neil and
Jan

Armstrong,

Pat Collins,

Rick and Mark Armstrong

Kate and Ann Collins

Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin and Joan Aldrin,
Andrew Aldrin
astronauts),

(children),
Bo Cutter,

Zbigniew Brzezinski,

Mike and

Micheal,

Janice and

Senators Glenn and Schmitt

Eliot Culter,

(former

Stu Eisenstat,

and Frank Press.

Press opportunity,

Press Plan:

(children),

(children),

press photographers and

White House photographers.
III.

TALKING POINTS
Working with the speech writers,
statement

that recognizes the

effort to

the

challenge of

we have developed a brief

Apollo

feat and links that

energy independence.

The speech

writers will provide this statement separately.
Addendum:

Congressman Bo Ginn will be attending ceremony to

have his picture taken with the President after the ceremony
with wife

(Gloria) and children

(Ronald and Julie).

_.,.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 19,

•
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDEN
FROM:

TIM KRAFT
A RNIE MILLER

SUBJECT:

Presidential Appointment

�

We j oin Secretary Andrus in recommending William
Edward Hallett to be Commissioner of Indian Affairs
in the Department of Interior.
Mr.

Hallett is a member of the

Red Lake Band of the

Chippewa Indian Tribe and currently is employed by
the Department of Housing and Urban Development as
Assistant Regional Administrator, Office of Indian
Programs, in Denver, Colorado.
RECOMMENDATION:
W� recommend that you nominate Mr.

Hallett to be

Commissioner of Indian Affairs:

t/

approve

___
__

disapprove

------

Electrcstatftc Copy Msde
for Preservation Purposes

:�:�:;r.�.:
,.
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·. ·�;
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PERSONAL RESU}ffi OF WILLIAM

Present Address:

1065 W 154th Ave
. Broomfield, Colorado
,

E.

HALLETT

80020

EDUCATION

High School:

Red Lake Indian High School, Red Lake, Minnesota.
Graduated June 1960

College:

Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah.
September 1960
to-June 1962 and Summer session 1964. Major field of
study was accounting.
Bemidji State College, Bemidji, Minnesota. January 1963
to June 1965. Received a Bachelor's Degree in Business
Administration with Minor's in Economics and Psychology.
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
August 1974 to August 1975.
Attended the University
under the HUD Career Education Program. Areas of study
included Business and Public Administration, with emphasis
upon Organizational Behavior. Grade point average was 3.67.

WORK EXPERIENCE

9-75 to Present:

Assistant Regional Administrator,,Office of Indian Programs,
(GS 15/4) Region VIII.
Administers and directs the
delivery of all HUD resources and services available to
Indian Tribal Governments.
Resources consist of the Low
Rent Public Housing Program (Production, Management, ACC
Amendments, Modernization and Management Initiatives For
Indian Housing); and the Community Planning and Development
Programs (701 Planning and the Community Development Block
Grant Programs) .

8-70 to 9-75:

Special Assistant to the Regional Administrator for Indian
Affairs,

(GS 13 and GS 14)

Region VIII.

Principal advisor

to the Regional Administrator and to other divisions and·
units within the Regional Office on overall policy and
administrative aspects of the programs affecting Indian
connnunities. -

4-70 to 8-70:

Independent Consultant to the following:
National Council on Indian Opportunity, Washington,
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George Washington University, Washington,· D.C.
Review and connnent on various' reports.

3.

IDEAS, INC., Washington, D.C.

"Submarginal lands

and Indian Reservations."

4.

President's National Advisory Council on Minority
Business Enterprise, Washington, D.C.

Developed

report on Indian business enterprise.

11-68 to 4-70:

Director, Industrial Development, National Congress of
American Indians, Washington, D.C.

Supervised and

directed a National effort to attract developmental
investments for American Indian Reservations

6-67 to 11-68:

•

Director, Housing and Manpower Programs, Red Lake Band
of Chippewa Indians, Red Lake, Minnesota.

Set up and

directed the Trib&l Home Construction Company and
developed and secured funding for various training programs.

8-65 to 6-67:

Personnel Technician, Chicago Police Department, Chicago,
Illinois.

Conducted various classification studies,

supervised various special projects and developed and
conducted various Departmental examination and evaluation
programs.

HUD AWARDS AND PRmiOTIONS
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PERSONAL

DATA

Full Name:

William Edward Hallett

Date of Birth:

May

Place of Birth:

Red Lake Indian Hospital,

Social Security #

473-46-0526

Marital Status:

Married to Kathryn Rae (Johannsen)

18, 1942
Red Lake, Minnesota

on November

8, 1968.

Two children, Peter William born September 19,

1971 and

Mary Kathryn, born November
Activities:

Football,

basketball,

20, 1972.

baseball and track at Red Lake High

Football and wrestling at Brigham Young University

Football at Bemidji State College
Background:

Born and raised on the Red Lake Indian Reservation.
I am

3/4

Chippewa Indian

Both parents still reside on the reservation.
References:

All Tribal Councils of Region VIII and Roger Jourdain,
Chairman,
Minnesota.

Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians,

Red Lake,
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1979

The President
The White House
Washington,
Dear Mr�
I

D.

20500

C.

President:

recommend the nomination

Commissioner

of William Edward Hallett for

of Bureau of Indian Affairs of the Department

of the Interior.

He is a member of the Red Lake Band of

the Chippewa Indian Tribe and currently employed by the
Department of Housing and Urban Development as Assistant
Regional Administrator,
Denver,

Office of Indian Programs,

in

Colorado.

Members of my staff and I have met with Mr.

Hallett and

have discussed the critical issues confronting the Indian
people of this country.

We believe that he is well

quali

fied to carry out the duties and responsibilities of the
position and will be a· credit to your Administration.
I am enclosing Mr.

Hallett's resume and other documents

necessary for the nomination.
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CECIL D.

ANDRUS

Secretary
Enclosures
Resume of William E.

Hallett

Personal Information Sheet
Standard Form

86 (5

copies)

Information requested in Mr.

Lipshutz'

memorandum and Confidential Financial
Statement

1976, 1977

Educational

and

1978

Tax Returns

Consent Letter

FBI Consent Letter
IRS Consent Letter
Standard Form 278A

(5
(5

(5

copies)

copies)
copies)

Commitment Letter to the President

